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The FDIC and Recent Bank Failures*

The sudden failure of a Chicago-based savings and loan associa-

tion on July 27, 2001, renewed several old questions about the effi-

ciency of the Federal deposit insurance mechanism because of the

unexpectedly large losses incurred. This was the second banking fail-

ure with large deposit insurance losses in the last three years.

*
 This article is written by Walker Todd, an AIER

faculty associate and an attorney and economic
consultant in Chagrin Falls, Ohio.

There was no panicky bank run in the
streets of Chicago in July 2001, but a
troubled depository institution failed any-
way and was seized by the federal Office
of Thrift Supervision (OTS).

The institution that failed was Supe-
rior Bank FSB (Superior), with headquar-
ters in Oakdale Terrace, Illinois, a Chi-
cago suburb. Superior was a savings and
loan association (S&L) with 18 Chicago
area branches.

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corpo-
ration (FDIC) was appointed as conser-
vator of Superior and caused a new mu-
tual savings bank, Superior Federal FSB,
to be chartered to receive Superior’s in-
sured deposits and substantially all of
Superior’s assets. The FDIC announced
that it intended to sell Superior Federal to
private owners by year-end 2001.

Early estimates were that Superior had
about $2.3 billion of assets and about $1.6
billion of deposits. However, a leading in-
dicator of how little value the FDIC ini-
tially placed on Superior’s assets was the
FDIC’s extension of a $1.5 billion line of
credit to the new institution. Unfortunately,
about 1,000 depositors held $42.9 million
of uninsured deposits (mean amount =
$42,900) at Superior, apparently trust ac-
counts invested in high-risk assets (includ-
ing some of Superior’s own securitized
loans), and they probably will be required
to share Superior’s losses pro rata.

Sources of Superior’s Losses

News accounts since the failure of Su-
perior indicate that it had pursued a high-
risk, high-return consumer loan strategy
known as subprime lending. For example,
Superior is reported to have solicited a

comparatively large volume of home
mortgage loans at rates in excess of con-
ventional mortgage rates from less than
fully credit worthy customers, then to have
grouped those loans into packages for sale
to investors, thereby “securitizing” those
loans, while retaining the mortgage ser-
vicing rights. Superior also securitized
high-risk auto loans.

Banking in the 1990s increasingly be-
came an actuarial exercise (assessing the
risk of loss across an entire loan pool)
instead of an exercise in credit judgment
requiring frequently updated information
on individual borrowers. Most of the time,
loan loss rates in securitized pools were
lower than the expected loss rates implied
by the higher rates of interest actually
charged.

Superior and other subprime lenders
treat the present value of the interest rate
differential as current income and treat
the remaining or residual payments stream
as assets for accounting purposes. But de-
clining interest rates or rising
nonpayments caused by widespread em-
ployment layoffs make securitized loans
vulnerable to risk of prepayment (which
reduces the value of the residual payments
as assets) or to risk of default.1

Superior’s securitized mortgage loan
portfolio was caught in both of these
downdrafts. The value of remaining or re-
sidual payments diminished as interest
rates have fallen since early 2001, and
default risk has been increasing as layoffs
spread in the Midwest manufacturing and
service economic sectors since late 2000.

Loss estimates for Superior’s assets
vary between $500 million and $1 bil-

lion, from a portfolio of $2.3 billion. A
loss of $750 million would be about 33
percent of the assets assumed; a $500 mil-
lion loss would be about 22 percent, which
still would be at the high end of S&L fail-
ure loss rates in the last decade.

Responsibility for Superior’s Losses

Superior’s failure has triggered height-
ened public scrutiny of both the owner-
ship structure and the supervisory com-
petence of those dealing with the S&L.
Press reports have indicated that OTS ex-
aminers began to downgrade their ratings
of Superior in 1999, reflecting at least in
part their concern with Superior’s high-
risk, high-return asset strategy. By No-
vember 2000, OTS examiners required a
$117.9 million write-down of the value
of residual payments for securitized loans
still on Superior’s books, about five per-
cent of the S&L’s total assets.

The ownership structure of Superior
has intrigued the financial press because
it featured two high-profile names in com-
mercial real estate development, the
Pritzker family of Chicago and Alvin
Dworman of New York. Superior was a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Coast-to-
Coast Financial Corp., which in turn was
owned 50-50 by the Pritzkers and Mr.
Dworman. Mr. Dworman has been re-
ported as the day-to-day manager of Su-
perior, with the Pritzkers as largely pas-
sive investors. Superior is the successor
of Lyons Savings Bank, a failed Chicago-
area S&L that the Pritzkers and Mr.
Dworman purchased in 1989 for $100
million, in return for which they received
tax concessions valued at about $650 mil-
lion.2

In 1996 Mr. Dworman allegedly re-
ceived a loan of $100 million from Coast-
to-Coast, the parent of Superior, funded
by dividends that Superior paid to the
parent. At this writing, news reports in-
dicate that the Federal supervisory au-
thorities are reexamining the propriety
of Superior’s payment of those dividends,

2
 Such tax-favored sales of failed S&Ls were fairly

frequent in 1989. See, e.g., Martin Mayer, The

Greatest-Ever Bank Robbery: The Collapse of the

Savings and Loan Industry, New York: Macmillan
Co. (Collier Books, 1992).

1
 See, e.g., Mark Maremont and William M.

Bulkeley, “FDIC Seizes Chicago-Area Thrift In-
stitution,” Wall Street Journal, July 30, 2001, at
C-1, for similar analysis.
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which might have rendered Superior ei-
ther critically undercapitalized or insol-
vent, especially if the S&L’s residual as-
sets had been valued properly. It appears
that neither principal nor interest has been
paid on that loan. Mr. Dworman has been
reported as operating Superior from his
New York offices, at least to the extent
of directing its funding and investment
strategies.

The Pritzker family, which is promi-
nent in Chicago philanthropic activities
and whose real estate holdings have in-
cluded the Hyatt Hotel chain, engaged in
negotiations with the OTS for several
weeks prior to Superior’s failure on July
27, 2001, regarding the family’s proposal
to inject $210 million of capital into Su-
perior to recapitalize it but to exempt the
Pritzkers from further liability. However,

the OTS apparently asked for $255 mil-
lion and ongoing ownership liability for
Superior’s debts.

At the end of the negotiations, spokes-
men for the Pritzkers indicated that the
communication to them by their invest-
ment bank advisers of new valuations of
Superior’s residuals on securitized assets,
indicating that even greater losses were
in store, prompted them to withdraw their
offer, whereupon the OTS seized the
S&L.

Lessons from the Failure of Superior

The supervisors of Superior (princi-
pally the OTS) have been criticized in
the press for failing to act more promptly
to rein in Superior’s risk-taking and to
require a new capital injection from the
owners, especially once the results of the

Is the failure of Superior an isolated incident or the
tip of the iceberg? In the late 1980s and early 1990s,
hundreds of banks and savings and loans failed, but
since then there have been few failures. Last year only
six banks and one thrift were taken over or closed by
regulators due to financial difficulties, a far cry from the
206 banks and 330 thrifts that failed in 1989. The surge
in bank and thrift failures a decade ago coincided with a
period of slow economic growth and recession, raising
the question of whether the current economic slow-
down might trigger another rash of failures. Most reces-
sions have not led to banking crises, but most crises
have occurred during recessions.

One source of concern is the large increase in
subprime lending. Subprime lenders make loans to bor-
rowers who are not considered creditworthy by prime
lenders. Over the past decade, these lenders have ac-
counted for an increased proportion of home mortgage
and consumer loans. According to the Federal Reserve,
between 1993 and 1998 the number of lenders making
subprime home mortgage loans increased from 21 to
239, the number of such loans increased from 16,000 to
221,000, and the amount loaned increased from $25
billion to $160 billion.

Lenders charge higher interest rates on these loans to
compensate for higher expected rates of delinquency
and default. However, predicted rates of default may be
based on overly optimistic assumptions or on past pat-
terns that may not apply in the future, and actual losses
may be higher than anticipated. The question is whether
lenders have adequately estimated the scope of their
risk according to a range of scenarios and made suffi-
cient allowance for losses. It is clear that some have not.
As noted in the accompanying article, Superior’s losses
appear to be related to its heavy involvement with
subprime lending. Soon after Superior failed, Bank of
America Corp., the fourth-largest subprime lender, an-
nounced it will exit the subprime market partly because
it is worried about growing uncertainty over future losses.

Is Another Banking Crisis Looming?

According to the FDIC, only about 150—about 1.5
percent—of the nation’s 9,000 banks hold a significant
share of their assets in subprime loans. However,
subprime lenders account for 20 percent of the banks
on the FDIC’s list of problem banks, and 7 of the 21
banks that have failed since January 1998 were involved
in subprime lending.

Other things besides subprime lending could trigger
a financial crisis, such as a collapse in inflated home
values or unanticipated losses on loans to technology
companies. Moreover, in the past decade financial in-
struments have become so complicated and financial
organizations have become so complex (with a prolif-
eration of financial holding companies, affiliates, and
subsidiaries) that it is not clear whether investors under-
stand who bears what risks.

Given the uncertain economic outlook, should in-
dividuals be especially cautious now. Although de-
positors generally bear small risks if their accounts are
insured, borrowers, shareholders, bondholders, and
holders of certificates of deposit face potential losses at
all financial institutions, even federally insured ones.
Borrowers’ unused lines of credit may be canceled if a
bank fails, short-term loans may be denied refinanc-
ing, loans may be called, and their deposits used to
pay down outstanding debts. Shareholders and bond-
holders stand to lose a substantial part, if not all, of
their investment, which is not covered by Federal in-
surance. Individuals with high-yielding certificates of
deposit may lose some of their “guaranteed” interest:
since deposit insurance covers only the principal, high
yields can by reduced when an insolvent institution is
taken over or merged with another.

Income-seeking investors faced with the exception-
ally low dividend yields and interest rates now avail-
able from stocks and bonds may be tempted to go for
the highest rates they can find. But higher rates usually
entail higher levels of risk – and financial risks appear
to be higher now than they have been in some years.

November 2000 examination were
known. In fairness to the OTS examin-
ers, it appears that they brought the mat-
ter to high-level attention both within
their agency and with Superior’s owners
but that no one wanted to take seriously
the possibility of a dramatic decline of
interest rates or a dramatic increase in
job layoffs that would worsen the pros-
pects for recovery of residual asset val-
ues as rapidly as in fact occurred. Also,
this matter surfaced during the peak of
the political controversy surrounding the
results of the 2000 presidential election
race, and it just might be the case that it
would have been impossible for any mid-
level agency employee to attract suffi-
cient attention of the political appointees
who run the federal banking supervisory
agencies for anything but completely cer-
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It has often been observed that Ameri-
can colleges and universities grant more
degrees in journalism in a single year than
the total number of persons employed as
reporters nationwide. Many of these de-
gree holders never pursue careers related
to the media (and to be sure, many report-
ers, even among those at the top of the
field, never received journalism degrees)
but large numbers, perhaps even a major-
ity, wind up in publicity and public rela-
tions.

So it is that most news stories not re-
lated to disasters, wars, or crimes have
their origins in press releases, i.e., what
someone has fed to the media rather than
what the reporter has actually discovered
on his or her own. Much of the so-called
“news” is what someone wants you to
hear. This is not to say that reporters are
lazy, or that editors desperate for copy are
undiscriminating, although both state-
ments often may apply, but rather that, as
a crusty veteran editor put it, “Real news
is what someone doesn’t want you to

BOOK REVIEW

It Ain’t Necessarily So—How Media Make and Unmake the Scien-

tific Picture of Reality, by David Murray, Joel Schwartz and S. Robert

Lichter, Lanham, Maryland, Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc.,
248 pp. with index, $24.95, hardbound.

know—everything else is advertising.”
This situation especially applies to re-

ports of scientific inquiry, not only in the
“hard” sciences, such as physics and medi-
cine, but also and often more tellingly in
the social sciences. Many pronouncements
come from studies sponsored by organi-
zations and individuals who have some
sort of agenda. As the authors note [there
is] “…a tension between being a scholar
(aiming to understand the world) and be-
ing an activist (aiming to make it ‘a better
place’).”

However, even presumably disinter-
ested sources, such as the Census Bureau
or the Centers for Disease Control, will
prepare a press release when they release
new or updated data. The description of
the data and/or findings in that press re-
lease will give the media reports their ini-
tial “spin,” which usually passes unexam-
ined and unchallenged to the public.

The most respected sources of all, “peer
reviewed” academic journals, will in fact
reflect their editors’ judgments of what is

significant and relevant. For example,
nearly every week there are media reports
of some finding published in The New
England Journal of Medicine (“If this is
Wednesday, it must be New England Jour-
nal Day”).

The authors of It Ain’t Necessarily So
offer an extensive, but by no means ex-
haustive, number of examples of how vari-
ous stories, ranging from breast implants
to crime rates to global warming, have
been treated by the media. The picture
that emerges is often very discouraging.
A major reason, first articulated by
Amanda Bennett of The Wall Street Jour-
nal, seems to be that what does or does
not get emphasized in reports, or reported
at all, often depends on the extent to which
the material conforms to a “template” in
the minds of reporters and editors. The
authors write:

…in theory ‘Man bites dog’ is news

and ‘Dog bits man’ is not. In practice,

however, it often works the other way.

If you are a reporter who assumes that

it is dogs who bite men, you will tend

to be skeptical of a story that has a man

biting a dog; you will question it, you

will demand corroboration, you will

want to talk to sources who deny that

men bite dogs. Often you (or your like-

minded editor) will end up killing the

story…we tend to disbelieve things that

are inconsistent with the way in which

we see the world.

That notion that a story must conform
to a “template” does not always hold—
some “man bites dog” stories do appear,
but apparently mainly for their shock
value. Nevertheless, given that a large
majority of reporters are political liberals
rather political conservatives, the notion
does seem to provide a good explanation
of why, say, studies produced by the left-
leaning Worldwatch Institute generally
receive far more media attention than those
produced by the libertarian Cato Institute.
As the authors observe, “…activists often
are only too eager to feed journalists just
the sort of story—and just the sort of sci-
ence—that journalists like. Activists tell
dramatic stories, with suffering innocents
who are victimized by culpable forces of
evil; their brand of ‘science’ also tends to
eliminate the caveats and equivocations
that are the hallmark of genuine science.”

The authors devote much of the book
to analyses of reports on survey data. They
show how the results of a survey can de-
pend on the wording of the questions,
whether it was conducted in face-to-face
or telephone interviews, and how the
sample (all surveys are based on a sample,
usually surprisingly small, of the popula-
tions for which their results are reported)

tain losses in the overheated political at-
mosphere at year-end 2000.

The current structure of federal de-
posit insurance in the United States en-
couraged Mr. Dworman and the Pritzkers
to allow Superior to take the risks that it
took. Even for undercapitalized institu-
tions, the highest deposit insurance pre-
mium assessment currently allowed by
law is 27 basis points (or 0.27 percent)
per year. If Superior could raise funds by
accepting wholesale deposits in fully in-
sured (therefore, interest-rate subsidized)
$100,000 increments and then could in-
vest those funds in $100,000 packages
of high-risk (therefore, high-interest-rate)
home and auto loans that could be
securitized and sold to investors, it should
have been possible to lock in quite hand-
some rate spreads on both the current
income recorded upon sale and the asset
values for future payments (the residu-
als). Any spread in excess of 27 basis
points above operating costs was pure
profit for Superior, no matter how badly
the supervisors beat upon the owners and
managers.

Also, if Mr. Dworman’s $100 million
Coast-to-Coast loan in 1996 effectively
sucked the remaining capital out of Supe-
rior (by way of the dividends paid to fund
that loan), then there was no capital cost to

Superior’s owners, either, for pursuit of the
high-risk, subprime lending strategy. Ba-
sically, if the federal supervisors allowed
the S&L’s capital to be removed in 1996
and if the FDIC allowed the lending strat-
egy to be funded with free money provided
by the deposit insurance system, then it
should be no surprise that Superior would
pursue a lending and investment strategy
of nearly infinite leverage.

The failure of Superior looks like the
inevitable consequence of opportunistic
behavior by its managers, owners, and
uninsured depositors. The uninsured de-
positors probably are going to bear un-
expected losses due to their inadequate
monitoring of the behavior of the man-
agers and owners. In their defense, one
certainly could argue that there is loss-
bearer abuse (whether of uninsured de-
positors or taxpayers) in any system of
deposit insurance that fully insures
wholesale deposit amounts ($100,000)
for either no or wholly inadequate risk
premiums and whose supervisors are un-
able to force the replacement of capital
withdrawn by the owners before even-
tual failure. The present system of fed-
eral deposit insurance created a host of
perverse incentives at Superior, and those
incentives all produced the predictable
results. ❑
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1999 2000 —— 2001 ——
Sep. 9 Sep. 7 Aug. 30 Sep. 6

Final fixing in London $256.90 $272.70 $272.30 $272.05

was selected.
In all too many instances, reporters pay

little or no attention to these issues or to
the fact that many surveys do not actually
measure what they purport to measure,
because they use proxies used to measure
things that cannot easily be measured di-
rectly or measured at all. For example,
the question of whether a household is
living in “poverty” presumably should be
answered by examining its living condi-
tions (housing, diet, clothing, etc.).

However, it is income, not consump-
tion, data that generally are used when
determining the incidence of poverty.
Similarly, reports on the incidence of
“hunger,” which is not an objective con-
dition (such as being alive or dead), rely
on surveys using questions such as “was
there ever a time in the last 12 months
that your children went to bed hungry be-
cause there was not enough money to buy
food,” rather than measurements of what
people actually ate.

The use of proxies is not confined to
the social sciences. The authors cite re-

In the words of John Graham, director of the Center
for Risk Analysis at the Harvard School of Public Health,
“What constitutes news is not necessarily what consti-
tutes a significant public health problem.” Instead the
media tend to cover “the bizarre, the mysterious, that
which people have difficulty imagining happening.”

Because reporting about hazards “is ordinarily re-
porting about events rather than issues, about immedi-
ate consequences rather than long-term consideration,
about harms rather than risks,” stories seldom offer “pre-
cise information about risks,” even when it is available.
In that respect, what may be most noteworthy about
reporting of risks is that “very little direct information” is
actually provided “about the risks associated with differ-
ent types of hazards. Instead, the public is left to infer
the extent of danger from the amount and prominence
of the coverage a hazard receives.”

If the media seldom excel at quantifying risk, that is
largely because doing so might get in the way of telling
a good (by which we mean an exciting, not necessarily
an accurate) story related to risk. It's not surprising that
researchers have found that stories “involving especially
dramatic news of real or potential danger” are the ones
that make the deepest impression on news consumers,
so it's also not surprising that those stories are favored
by those who report the news. In other words, an atten-
tion-grabbing rhetoric of risk—you'd better worry, be-
cause we're in danger—can sometimes trump the more
prosaic reality that a risk is relatively inconsequential.

The desire to tell a good story explains the emphasis,
particularly pronounced in television news, to include a
vignette to accompany a story. Thus a study about, say,
the risks of suffering a heart attack while exercising might

be illustrated with the interview of the widow of a man
who died while swimming. In such a case, of course,
you can wonder “what the viewer is likely to remember:
the careful account of the study itself, which concludes
that the benefits of exercise outweigh its costs, or the
grieving widow’s dramatic account of her husband's death
while exercising?”

Drama, of course, is most compelling when there are
heroes and villains. Thus researchers have found that
“risks tend to be perceived as more serious when there is
someone to blame.” For example, the public is more
concerned about radon that results from industrial waste
disposal than radon emanating from natural deposits of
radioactive rock, even though scientists believe that “natu-
ral” radon actually poses a greater risk than “man-made”
radon. And reporting on risk often caters to this popular
predisposition, by attributing too much responsibility to
individual actors such as corporations, who, unlike the
blind forces of nature, can be blamed when things go
wrong.

Furthermore, the interest in drama means that the quali-
fications, caveats, and uncertainties that are the bread
and butter of scientific research can instead be treated as
the roughage of journalistic accounts. As we have seen
repeatedly in this volume, the procedural and method-
ological components of scientific research—which often
determine the conclusions, and always shape them deci-
sively—tend to be downplayed if not altogether ignored
in news accounts that concentrate on a study's substan-
tive conclusions.

—From It Ain’t Necessarily So—How Media Make
and Unmake the Scientific Picture of Reality

ports of the increased cancer risk from
exposure to electromagnetic fields
(EMFs), which turn out to have been
based, not on direct measurements of the
strength of fields in dwellings located
near power lines, but on the wire code
of the nearby power lines. The supposi-
tion was that heavier wire meant more
current and stronger EMFs, but subse-
quent studies determined that the corre-
lation between wire codes and EMFs was
only about 18 percent. The wire codes
could just as well be a proxy for other
factors, such as the fact that poor people
(who generally face higher risks of can-
cer for many reason not related to EMFs)

tend to live closer to high-capacity power
lines.

All this is vitally important because it
is usually the public’s perceptions of haz-
ards, risks, problems and difficulties,
rather than expert opinion, that determines
how resources are allocated to deal with
them. This is so not only with respect to
government regulation and spending pro-
grams, but also with respect to private
spending decisions and even to the out-
come of certain court cases. It Ain’t Nec-
essarily So provides a useful picture of its
subtitle, How Media Make and Unmake
the Scientific Picture of Reality. ❑

The Rhetoric of Risk


